1. Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)?
   a. You can drink coffee and send e-mails at the New York Café.
   b. S. Fuller wants to help poor people.
   c. Every computer has the same signal.
   d. S. Fuller sends the astronauts to the Moon, not Mars.
   e. Computerhead gives S. Fuller a special box.
   f. Smith makes missiles.
   g. Computerhead wants to make lots of money.
   h. S. Fuller can bring down planes with the computer.
   i. The police arrest Computerhead in his home.
   j. Sheila is S. Fuller.

2. Who says this? Who do they say it to?
   Mr Fuller, Computerhead, the police, S. Fuller, Computer 1, an astronaut
   a. ‘Take one cent from 5,000,000 people and give it all to S. Fuller.’
   b. ‘The computer’s taking us back to New York.’
   c. ‘We’re going sailing for two weeks.’
   d. ‘A better America. I want a better America.’
   e. ‘Sheila’s the best girl in New York with computers.’

3. Match A with B to make complete sentences.
   A
   1. Mr Fuller is unhappy about $5000 in his bank.
   2. The two astronauts go back to New York.
   3. S. Fuller is not happy.
   4. S. Fuller must send all e-mails to the New York Café.
   5. S. Fuller has more time for computers.
   B
   a. because Mr and Mrs Fuller are sailing.
   b. because the police are looking for S. Fuller’s computer signal.
   c. because the police are putting new passwords into computers.
   d. because there is something wrong with the computer.
   e. because he doesn’t understand it.

4. Match a word from A with a definition from B.
   A
   1. signal
   2. password
   3. send
   4. bank
   5. missile
   B
   a. a number or word you use for opening a computer
   b. something which kills people
   c. every computer makes this when it sends a message
   d. you put your money here
   e. you do this when you post a letter or write an e-mail message to someone

5. Fill in the gaps using: missiles, understand, best, arrest, laugh
   At the end of the story, the police ..................
   Computerhead and Sam Fuller. Mr and Mrs Fuller ................. because Sam can’t ................... computers – Sheila is the ................. girl in New York with computers. But Sheila can’t stop the ................. in the Washington sky.
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Setting

Choose the best answer.

1. The year is .
   a 1993  b 2030  c 2530  d 3000
2. The email from S. Fuller goes to the .
   a Bank of England  b Bank of America  c First Bank of New York  d Chicago Bank
3. The Fuller family find more in the bank.
   a $50  b $500  c $5000  d $5000
4. S. Fuller gets an email from at New York Café.
   a Computerhead  b Computerhead  c Sam  d Sheila
5. The astronauts are going to .
   a the moon  b Mars  c the sun  d a star
6. The plane is going from New York to .
   a Madrid  b San Francisco  c Paris  d London
7. The important people in New York want to give a new to all the big computers in the country.
   a signal  b password  c person  d helper
8. Mr and Mrs Fuller are going sailing for two .
   a hours  b days  c weeks  d months
9. S. Fuller goes into computer.
   a the President’s  b Computerhead’s  c Mr Fuller’s  d New York Café’s
10. At the end, the find Sam and talk to him.
    a killers  b people at New York café  c astronauts  d police

Characters

Choose the best answer.

11. Mr and Mrs Fuller have .
    a a son and a daughter  b two sons  c two sons and a daughter  d two daughters
12. S. Fuller wants to .
    a kill people  b meet the President  c hurt people  d help poor people
13. Computerhead wants to .
    a stop S. Fuller  b help S. Fuller  c kill S. Fuller  d find S. Fuller
14. Computerhead is .
    a an old man  b a young man  c a girl  d a young woman
15. Computerhead thinks S. Fuller is .
    a a child  b a young woman  c a young man  d an old man
16. S. Fuller needs to get Smith’s password. Smith is .
    a the President  b an astronaut  c a killer  d a policeman
17. The President is very when he gets S. Fuller’s email.
    a sorry  b happy  c excited  d angry
18. The police go to New York Café and take away.
    a S. Fuller  b Computerhead  c Smith  d Mr and Mrs Fuller
19. Sam with computers.
    a is very good  b is no good  c helps his sister  d helps his teacher
20. S. Fuller is .
    a Mr Fuller  b Mrs Fuller  c Sam Fuller  d Sheila Fuller

Dialogue

Who says or writes this?

21. ‘Take one cent from 5,000,000 people and give it all to S. Fuller.’
    a Computerhead  b Mr Fuller  c S. Fuller  d the President
22. ‘Do you want to help people? People with no money? I like that!’
    a Computerhead  b Mrs Fuller  c Mr Fuller  d the President
23. ‘Hey, the computer’s taking us back to New York.’
    a Smith  b the newsreader  c Sam Fuller  d one of the astronauts
24. ‘We want a new America, Fuller. A new America!’
    a Computerhead  b Smith  c one of the astronauts  d the President
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25 ‘Mum, I’m eighteen. I have important things to do.’
   a □ Computerhead   b □ Sheila Fuller
c □ Sam Fuller d □ Smith
26 ‘You and I can go. The children can stay here.’
a □ Mr Fuller b □ Mrs Fuller
c □ one of the astronauts d □ the President
27 ‘Look at this picture. The missiles can stay in
   the sky or they can come down.’
   a □ Computerhead b □ Smith
c □ S. Fuller d □ the President
28 ‘OK. You! Yes, you. The tall man in the white
   shirt. Go and make some sandwiches.’
a □ Sam Fuller b □ Mr Fuller
c □ Mrs Fuller d □ the President
29 ‘Sheila’s the best girl in New York with
   computers.’
   a □ Computerhead b □ Sam Fuller
c □ Mr Fuller d □ a teacher
30 ‘Hello. Where are you? My emails to you come
   back all the time.’
a □ Sheila Fuller b □ Sam Fuller
c □ Smith d □ the President

Vocabulary

Choose the best answer.

31 a place that keeps money safe for people
   a □ bank   b □ building c □ home
d □ shop
32 a TV programme that tells about things that
   happen
   a □ film b □ news c □ signal d □ video
33 a person who travels in a spaceship
   a □ astronaut b □ driver c □ helper
d □ visitor
34 a thing you send through the air to kill people
   a □ body b □ e-mail c □ letter d □ missile
35 a number or word you use for opening a
   computer
   a □ clock b □ news c □ password d □ signal
36 when a person has no money
   a □ careful b □ expensive c □ poor d □ rich
37 the most important man or woman in America
   a □ boss b □ chief c □ manager
d □ president
38 when you go through the water in a boat
   a □ reading b □ sailing c □ swimming
d □ running
39 when you make a letter or an email go to
   another person
   a □ send b □ stand c □ teach
d □ understand
40 this word means ‘perhaps’
   a □ good luck b □ maybe c □ of course
d □ OK

Plot

Choose the best answer.

41 Mr Fuller is _____ about the money in his bank.
   a □ happy b □ excited c □ sorry
d □ unhappy
42 S. Fuller _____ Computerhead at the New York
   Café.
   a □ meets b □ phones c □ emails
d □ visits
43 The news reader talks about the _____.
   a □ astronauts b □ plane c □ money
d □ New York Café
44 The important people in New York are looking
   for a _____ from S. Fuller’s computer.
   a □ photo b □ picture c □ password
d □ signal
45 Computerhead sends S. Fuller a _____.
   a □ box b □ new computer c □ letter
d □ sandwich
46 Smith works in Washington and his computer
   password is his _____ name.
   a □ friend’s b □ daughter’s c □ son’s
d □ wife’s
47 The President must give sandwiches to _____
   people.
   a □ sad b □ tall c □ poor d □ rich
48 When the police look at Computerhead’s
   computer, they find ______.
   a □ an email from S. Fuller b □ an email
   from the President c □ a photo of Sheila
d □ a photo of Sam
49 At the end, Sheila can’t stop the _____.
   a □ planes b □ astronauts c □ emails
d □ missiles
50 Sheila wants _____ to help her.
   a □ Sam b □ Computerhead
c □ her parents d □ the President